Professional Services from Net Work

The NetWorkShop
The Network Age. Networking. Social tools. Six degrees of separation. Small
worlds. Links. Nodes. Social networking. Social network analysis.
Complexity and social networks. Value networks. Industry networks. These
terms have crept into common usage in our business conversations but it’s
difficult to see how they apply to the work we as individuals have to perform.
A NetWorkShop is a customized workshop that combines:



A clear and useful presentation of basic network concepts that demystify the hype
Practical exercises in basic methods that will help participants learn how to use
network concepts to make sense of and manage organizational, project, and
personal networks

In short, the NetWorkShop offers a new perspective – a network lens – that sheds light
on how human networks are structured and how technologies can enhance our ability to
collaborate and co-create.

Part 1: Concepts from Net Work
If it’s a network, you can draw it. We’ll discuss the basic
mechanics of identifying and characterizing networks. All
networks have discernible purpose, structure, style, and valueproducing properties. We’ll provide guide lines for designing and
working with the different types of networks that occur within
organizations and among extended organizations and partnerships.
You can make sense of networks. We’ll look at some of the tools and techniques that
are available to examine the relationships among people in a network. We’ll talk about
how these tools can help diagnose critical problem and opportunity areas where
purposeful reconfiguration can have the greatest impact.

Part 2: The Mapping Perspective
It always helps to have a map. The traditional map of an organization (the org chart)
represents a hierarchical network view. We’ll look at alternate lenses that provide deeper
insight into how work really gets done.
The social networks. Drawing the relationships among staff who belong to a specific set
of organizational units or who are working on common projects or problems reveals key
connectors and important connections. Where does knowledge flow? Who is sought out
for advice or expertise? Who controls the channels of communication?
The value networks. The formal and informal process flows in an organization regulate
the creation of value: what knowledge flows and what is created. Mapping the
interconnections and the nature of the interactions and transactions in this ecosystem
yields insights that prompt action to produce greater value to all.
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Part 3: The Social Web
We are connected via the World Wide Web. Even if we are not “LinkedIn” or
“friended” on Facebook, we still participate in the vast ecosystem of relationships
and interests set by web sites we visit and books we purchase. Generations X and Y enter
the workforce expecting participatory intranets that provide bookmarks, RSS, microblogs,
blogs, and wikis and social networking.
A few simple rules. There are a small number of core technologies that have enabled the
richness of products for creating and managing social networks. We’ll summarize these
and put them into a business context.

Part 4: The Leader’s Net Work
Collaboration across boundaries is one of the most significant challenges for leaders in
the 21st century. Collaboration is about working to make networks effective. Net Work –
being intentional about creating and sustaining networks – is a core capability of
successful leaders.
Your personal network is key to your performance. Work performance and success is
highly correlated with an individual’s ability to maintain a diverse network of contacts
and to understand how to maintain and manage relationships. A simple exercise will
reveal the diversity and reach of the participants’ personal networks and provide insight
into how personal networks affect performance.
You can’t manage a network. Many traditional “soft” management skills can refocus
the role of management toward a model of stewardship. Stewardship results in creation of
conditions in which vibrant and focused networks can make a difference for an
organization. Using case examples from participants, we’ll work out some ways that the
network perspective can leverage the power of emerging networks.
Managing in Complexity. A complex system is one in which the relationships are
always changing and in which there is absolutely no way to predict the future. We’ll tie
together the network concepts, exercises, and cases by taking a practical view of how to
lead effectively in an environment of continuous change.

Outcomes
Participants in this workshop:

Learn to speak about networks clearly and share that understanding with their
employees, managers, and co-workers

Create a network map that will provide insights into a current project and a simple
action plan to improve the project’s chance of success

Work with peers in the workshop to review and coach each other on their personal
networks and the impact of those networks on their performance

Leave with a checklist of simple steps they can take immediately to begin improving
their net work capacity.
The workshop achieves its best results when customized to a particular
organization’s context and desired set of outcomes; it is my pleasure to work
with clients to customize this workshop to fit into their leadership education
programs.

Leader

Patti Anklam is an independent consultant who specializes in social networks,
collaboration, and knowledge management. She has been using social network
analysis and related tools since 2000. Her book, Net Work: A Practical Guide to
Creating and Sustaining Networks at Work and in the World, was published by
Elsevier Butterworth Heinemann in 2007.

